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Abstract

This article reported the questions applied by EFL students in Research on ELT(English Language Teaching ) Class  at  University of PGRI Ronggolawe  Tuban. Thisresearch was conducted to know the types of questions applied by the students, themost dominant questions used by adopting the cognitive domains of Bloom’staxonomy, and the students’ responses towards the questions. Descriptivequalitative research design was applied in the research. The subject of the researchwere the sixth semester students taking Research on ELT course. To collect thedata,observation using Telegram application and interview were applied. The datawere analyzed qualitatively to determine the cognitive level of each questionaccording to revised Bloom’s taxonomy. Based on the data analysi, itdemonstratedthat the students used empirical questions as the type of questions. The dominantquestion used related to the cognitive domains of Bloom’s taxonomy was Analyzinglevel or C4 which appeared 48%. It showed that HOTS questions were the most usedat the classroom with the total 64%, while the LOTS questions only got 36%. Thestudents claimed that they felt interested and glad to answer the questions. It can beconcluded that the students of Research on ELT class had shown that they hadability to think critically.
Keywords:Question, Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS),  Lower Order Thinking Skills (LOTS),

Classroom presentation.

INTRODUCTIONTeachers have an important role in controlling and managing the class so thatstudents who are passive can be more activein classroom activities. White andLightbown (Toni & Parse, 2013) stated that teachers tend to be the most dominant inthe class, determine the topics, lead the exchange of talks, and become the main personwho ask questions. In addition, besides providing questions, teachers tend to assist theirstudents to answer. In the classroom, the use of questioning skills is included for anyobjectives of their teaching. Furthermore, it is important to realize that it is not only thestudents’ ability in speaking and expressing themselves that should be taken intoconsideration but also various types of involvement in classroom participation includingteacher-student, student-teacher, student-student, group work, etc. Walsh (2013)delineated interaction as a form of communication which needs the competency of allpeople involved in it.Questioning is a kind of the general techniques employed by teachers or lecturers.It isa fact that question and answer activitiestended to dominate the class time and applied
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by teachers in their interaction with the students (Richards and Lockhart, 2007).Meanwhile, Farmer (2006) asserted that question is a skill that can link to what isunknown to what is known.Based on that it is essential asking questions should be partsof classroom activities for the students to practice.classroom activities for the studentsto practice.Tsui (1992: 89) mentioned that questions are divided into three main groups: whichinclude (1) Yes/No questions, (2) WH-questions and (3) Alternative questions. InYes/No questions, we usually form the question by putting auxiliary before subject anduse rising intonation (e.g. Do you like it?). Meanwhile, in WH-questions, we use Wh-words and use falling intonation (e.g.Whatdo you do in your free time?). And the last isAlternative questions, in which options are provided. This type of questions can occur inYes/No questions or WH-questions(e.g.Do you want to do the task individually or in
group? or Which one do you like as your birthday present: a cellphone, a bicycle, or
sneakers?).There are also convergent and divergent questions proposed by Gabrielatos (1997).These kinds of questions are differenciated by the expected responses.When the teacherexpects the students to give one correct answer for his/her question, the question iscategorized as convergent question (e.g.What is the highest mountain in the world?). Onthe other hand, a divergent question is the question expecting the students to delivertheir views or values.This kind of question can be answered with more than one answer.Moore (2001) proposed a classification of questions based on taxonomy of learning.Bloom (1956: 18) firstly introduced his taxonomy and later Anderson and Krathwohl(2002)proposed a revision. They are factual questions, empirical questions, productivequestions, and evaluative questions. Factual questions are questions asked to recallinformation (e.g. Who is the main character of the novel?). Empirical questions arequestions asked in order that students are expected to integrate or analyze given orrecalled information (e.g. How do you know?). Productive questions direct students orlearners to think creatively and produce something unique (e.g. How will you make the
fruit to get more money?). Evaluative questionsexpect students or learners to makejudgements or state values (e.g.What is the best way among the three to solve your
present problem with your parents?). The division of questions ranging from lower tohigher levels of cognitive thinking is provided by Bloom’s taxonomy.In education world, students need to possess higher order thinking skill in order tosolve problems and face challenges. Higher order thinking skill demands students to becapable of analyzing, evaluating, and creating ideas to face problems both at school andin their social lives. According to Brookhart (2010),higher order thinking skill providesadvantages for students to be able to improve their achievement and raise theirmotivation. Newmann, Bryk, and Nagaoka (in Brookhart, 2010: 11) clarified thatstudents with higher order thinking are provided with several useful and essensial skillsto solve problems. They are capable of organizing their knowledge and experience andelaborating their statements or opinions. In addition, students who are provided withhigher order thinking will be more motivated in their learning.Moreover, they are morecreative to solve problems with good, creative, and relevant ideas that will be useful fordaily life. Students or learners are also more creative in solving a problem.Brookhart (2010, p.5-8) specified higher order thinking skills into three functions: astransfer, as critical thinking skills, and as problem solving. Students with higher orderthinking skill have the ability to comprehend information since they employ critical
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attitudes, evaluation, awareness, and problem solving skills(Mc Loughlin and Luca (inWidodo and Sri (2013, p.162). It is presented with the Bloom’s definition about theaspects of thinking both in LOTS and HOTS. The first three levels which are Remember,Understand and Apply are categorized as Lower-Order Thinking Skill. Meanwhile,Mishra & Kotecha (2016) stated the Bloom's revised taxonomy gave information aboutHOTS, which constitute analyzing, evaluating, and creating.Some previous studies reported the implementation of HOTS. Mahfuzah (2019)reported the Students’ Ability in Answering Reading Questions applying HOTS.Her studyexplained the ability of the students to answer reading questions having HOTS andtheirmistakes in answering the questions.Another previous study is from Kartika(2019), who reported the use of higher-order thinking skill (HOTS) questions inNational Examination for English subject were insufficient.Meanwhile, Dewi (2018)analyzed questioning strategies employed by lecturer in Reading Class.Thereportmentioned that there were fifty questions delivered by the lecturer. The resultshowed that the most dominant questions proposed by the lecturer was Evaluating orC3 with the total 48% from 50 questions. Remembering or C2 category appeared 10%,
Understanding 32 %, and 5 % of Creating. While other skills like Analyzing and Applyinggot 0% distribution. It can be concluded that the lecturer’s questions had HOTS category.In this present study, the higher order thinking skill theory of Bloom’s taxonomyconsisting of analyzing, evaluating, and creating skills revisedby Krathwol and Andersonwere applied.However, the difference of this study from the previous studies is thesubject which is used by the other researchers. If the other researchers mostly focusedon the textbook and the teachers’ questions to be analyzed. In this research, theresearchers wanted to investigate to what extent analyzing, evaluating, and creatingskill level are applied by the students in asking questions in the discussion session ofpresentation in Research on ELT class.Higher order thinking is emphasized in highereducation in which students are expected to be active inevaluating ideas andinformation (Bassham, et al., 2005). Through higher order thinking skill, the students’critical thinking ability is activated. Considering the importance of critical thinking skillshowed from the questions asked by the students, this study was conducted.This research has three main research questions: What type of questions do thestudents apply in classroom presentation?, What is the most dominant questions aplliedby the students?and What are the students’ responses towards the questions asked?Thisresearch is expected to contribute some insight for teachers or lecturers to enhance thestudents’ questioning skill through relevant tasks such as classroom presentation.
METHODThis studyuseddescriptive qualitative research design chosen due to the type of thestudy which is to analyze the students’ questions in Research on ELT ( English LanguageTeaching ) class.The questions and responses from the college students in Research on ELT ( EnglishLanguage Teaching ) class became the data of the study. The subject of this studywerethe Sixth semester students in the academic year 2019/2020 at University of  PGRIRonggolawe (UNIROW) Tuban.The data were collected through observation for fourmeetings and interview. Firstly, the activities during presentation were observedthrough Telegram group for Research on ELT course;secondly, the questions from thediscussion session were recorded; and thirdlysome students were interviewed to know
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their responses towards the questions asked in the presentation. Meanwhile for the dataanalysis, several steps were applied: (1) Identifying questions, (2) Coding the questions,(3) Classifying the questions into each level of the revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy,(4) Describing the questions types and the most dominant one, (5) Transcribing therecorded interview, (6)  Describingthe students’ responses toward the questions, (7)Describing all the data in narrative form, and (8) Concluding.
RESULTS
Type of questions asked by the college students in Research on ELT ( English
Language Teaching ) class.The researcher uses the theory from Anderson and Krathwol (2002) to classify thetype of questions based on the taxonomy learning.From four meetings, there are fifty questions from the college students asked atdiscussion session on online class through Telegram application. As it is shown in thetable below, there are 4 types questions appeared on the online class. Empiricalquestionsoccuredthe most frequently, that is 30 times or 60%.

Table 1. The Types of Questions Performed by The College Students.
No. Type of questions Occurences Precentage
1. Factual questions 12 24 %
2. Empirical questions 30 60 %
3. Evaluative questions 6 12 %
4. Productive questions 2 4 %

Total 50 100 %The finding shows that the questions used by EFL students has more complexthinking process than the former of recalling and understanding. This kind of questionsshow that the college students are able to breaking material. However applying,assessing, integrating and problem solving are often used by the college students thanrecalling and understanding facts which include on factual questions.
The most dominant question applied by the studentsThe following table shows the data related to the number of occurences of cognitivedomains employed in the students’ questions.

Table 2.  The Cognitive Domains Employed in College Students’ Questions
No. Cognitive domains Occurences Percentage
1. Remembering 4 8 %
2. Understanding 9 18 %
3. Applying 5 10 %
4. Analyzing 24 48 %
5. Evaluating 6 12 %
6. Creating 2 4 %Total 50 100 %
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Table 2 shows that questions with analyzing category become the first which occurs24 times (48%). Creating category occurs 2 times (4%). Remembering categoryoccurs 4times (8%). While understanding category occurs 9 times (18%). Whileapplyingcategory with total occurence is 5 times (10%) and evaluating category has 6 times(12%) appearances. The table shows that higher-order questions are in the highestposition, which occur 32 of 50 questions. Lower-order questions only occur 18 times.Based on that, the questions have developed the college students’ reasoning andproblem solving.The first level is remembering or C1, this level has fewer question than understandinglevel. There are 4 questions or 8 % appeared in the discussion time. This level relates toinformation retrieval and highly associated with memory ( Bloom, 1956 ). While,Krathwohl (2002) assured that remembering cognitive process appeared in questionsrecalling information. The example question based on the college students question like,
“What kind of materials does require the use of intructional media to make the teaching
effective?“. That question implies to mention the answer  like an operational verb that isat the level of remembering. The next as the second level is understanding skill or C2gets the highest position among the three skills in the lower order thinking level. Thefollowing is the example question from C2 level, “What is meant by the development of
micro and macro reading competencies?” , that question includes in understanding levelor C2 because to answer it we need to explain what it means. Meanwhile “Explain “includes in C2. Understanding level happens because the questions contain answers thatare in the material and do not require further reasoning.The third level is applying or C3, it performed fewer than the level before only 5questions or 10 % . This level applying previously learned information ( knowledge ) tonew and unfumiliar situations. The example taken such as, “ How does the teacher utilize
the instructional media in the classroom? “ that question comprise word “utilize” whichhas the same meaning with “use”, it include in the operational verb on the C3 or applyinglevel.Furthermore, the forth level is analyzing skill or C4 gets the highest position amongthe three skills in the higher-order thinking level. The example of the analyzing questionfrom the students like, “Why it is important to build good interaction between teachers
and students?“ this questions contains the reasoning explanation on the answer.Brookhart (2010) also points out that at the analysis level, we are talking about findingthe main idea in a text that does not state the main idea explicitly.The following level is evaluating skill as the fifth level or C5 which obtains sixquestions or 12%. The researcher takes the example as follows, “If in the speaking class.
Should the teacher used L1?“ from that question, it has meaning that the question asks togive the confirmation and defense based on the material. Brookhart (2010) states thatevaluation can be stated as a conclusion and supported with evidence and logic.The last category is creating skill or C6 which has the least number of appearanceswith the total 2 questions or 4 %. Creating skill is reorganizing elements into a newpattern or structure. The example question like, “ Based on your opinion, which one is the
most effective coomunication strategies? Explain why! “ .
The students’ responses toward HOTS questions through interview
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The researcher took four students to be interviewed in order to know their responsestoward the questions asked.This question focused on the college students’ responseswhen they gave or got the higher-order questions.The interview took during the Covid-19 pandemic on 18th of July 2020, so that theinterview was conducted online through WhatsApp (WA) application. The following isthe data interview from four college students of Research on ELT class. The datainterview from student 1 showed she always needed more time to answer the higher-order questions, especially on evaluating and creating category and sometimes she feltdifficult to answer it. While from the student 2, the researcher got the data that she triedto answer the higher-order questions as much as possible, although sometimes it feltdifficult to answer the question with the higher-order thinking because she sometimesdid not understand well with the topic, so that she got the difficulties. Student 2 thoughtthat the evaluating level was the difficult one of six cognitive domains, because she hadto make a judgement about the values of ideas, item and material when answering thequestions. Meanwhile, student 3 stated that she felt interested when her friends askedher with the higher-order questions, although she got the difficulties to answer theHOTS question and needed logical thinking which requires a reasoning process but shefelt that it was able to improve her knowledge more. Student 3 took analyzing andevaluating as the difficult domain level of revised Bloom’s taxonomy, because sheusually got difficulties to answer it. Furthermore, the data interview from student 4represent that she was glad when she got the HOTS questions.She thought it gave her anopportunity to explore more the knowledge which had not known so she could deliver,and gave new knowledge to the audiences. Student 4 also claimed that she got thedifficulties when facing the higher-order questions, but it was worth for her. She statedthat the difficult one of cognitive domain from Bloom’s taxonomy was analyzing.Because to answer the questions which are in the analyzing level, we had to reallyunderstand first about the material. From the students’ responses, it shows thathigher-order questions helped them expand their knowledge even further and made them feelchallenged to answer it.
DISCUSSIONBased on the findings reported above, there are four types of questions occurring inthe students’ questions. There are factual questions, empirical questions, evaluativequestions, and productive questions. These four types of questions are related toAnderson and Krathwol (2002) taxonomy of learning. The findings showed that thestudents asked more complex questions since factual questions considered as the lowerorder thinking skill only reached 24%.  Meanwhile, the other questions cover empiricalquestions (60%), evaluative questions (12%), and productive questions (4%).Factual questions require the learners to simply recall the information. This typequestions reinforce the learners’ memory of what has been learnt before. Thecollegestudents then process the informations by matching facts and basic knowledge exist intheir mind to produce a response toward the questions. Even though it involves acognitive process to deal with, this questions merely calls for a single correct answer. Itcan be inferred that it only includes lower-order thinking. Based on the findings above,the factual questions appear 12 times (24%) . This does not dominate and covers up theoccurences of other types of questions.Empirical questions require the learners to integrate or analyze given informations.This type of questions retrievals and use remembered informations to produce the
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answer of questions expressed. Based on the findings above, empirical questions appear30 times (60 %). As this type of questions commonly calls the learners or the collegestudents to reach beyond simple memory, it implies that this type of questionsencourage a higher level of the learners’ thinking skill.Evaluative questions, as the name suggests, are the questions which lead the learnersto put values or make a kind of judgement based on certain criteria. The learners need toconsider the criteria in a complex process, which involves some combination of previoustaxonomies, before arriving at some judgements. This complex process engages higher-order questions and quite frequently entails some utterences preceding the evaluationone. Based on the findings, evaluation category appear 6 times, or only 12 % of totalquestions performed during dicussion time at Research on ELT class. It implies that onlya few questions cope with higher-order thinking.The highest level of questions is productive category. This relates to the cognitiveprocess of working with elements and combining them to constitute a pattern which isnot clearly stated before. A practice of constituting a pattern itself is beyond here andnow in meaningful ways that allows for explorations and thus it can be inferred thatproductive question works within complex level of thinking. According to the findings, itoccurs 2 times or 4 % and belongs to the last position for the dominance. Its total isfewer than other types  of questions.Regarding the most dominant questions, the result of the data shows that allquestions which are categorised higher order thinking skills reached 64%. It means thehigher order thinking skill is higher than lower-order thinking skill. Based on theanalyzed data, the higher order thinking skill that was employed by the students inReseach on ELT class is the analyzing skill (48%). Although this research has differentsubject from the previous study byMahfuzah (2019), the result of this research hassimilarity with the previous study about the students’ ability in answering readingquestions with HOTS. The result of both the research showed that HOTS ( Higher OrderThinking Skill ) had the highest distribution than LOTS ( Lower Order Thinking Skills ).Other similarity is from Dewi (2018). The research showed HOTS questions as thedominant questions in reading class, whose total occurances reached 53%.From the previous studies, almost the most HOTS distribution uttered by the teachersor the lecturers. Meanwhile, HOTS questions that were producedby students were stillrare. At the university level, the students should have critical thinking skill. However, itcannot be separated from the attempt of the teachers or lecturers to keepencouragingthe students to ask questions in HOTS level. It may be obtained from thelecturers' questions which have been critical from the start, by frequently having in-depth discussions, or even by frequently being given assignments and then presentingthem.Indirectly, it can encourage students to activate their critical thinking.

It is a fact that higher order thinking skill questions are not easy to ask and to answer.
Based on the results of interview the students mentioned that analyzing, evaluating, and
creating are considered difficult. Daiek & Anter (2004)claimed that question in levelcreating had difficulty in answering.The question encourages us to create and build ourown opinion based on ourselves, so that it is categorized into the creating skill level. Thisquestion also invites the learners to produce original ideas and solve problems.However, the students were encouraged to answer the questions that would provedtheir knowledge and mastery of the topic presented or discussed.
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It is in line with Bassham, et al. (2005) who claimed that the higher order thinking skillplays a vital role throughout the learning process because it could improve students’ability in critical thinking skill to evaluate the information.
CONCLUSIONFrom the finding, thestudents of Research on ELT class employed four types ofquestions. They are factual questions, empirical questions, evaluative questions, andproductive questions. The most frequent question is the empirical questions. Thecognitive domains belong to the empirical type questions are applying and analyzing.Those domain belongs to the higher-order thinking skill, which emphasized on breakingmaterial. It proves that the students used more higher order questions instead of thelower order questions. The researcher found analyzing skill or C4 which include on theHOTS level as the dominant questions used by the students. It is proven by the highesttotal shown in the data analysis as much 64%. It shows that the higher-order thinkingskill (HOTS) questions has been applied at the class. The college students of Research onELT class have the ability to think critically. Furthermore, the result of data interviewwas found that the college students’ responses toward the higher-order thinking skills(HOTS) has some variation. But most of the interviewed students liketo be asked andmore eager to answer the higher-order questions, because it was considered challengingand could help them to explore further knowledge.Referring to the findings, it is suggested that the students can use this study as areference or material regarding questions. They are expected not only to give questionscritically, but also to be able to respond critically, especially to solve the problemgiven.For further researchers, they are suggestedto do similar research for differentsubjects and may further study on the quality of the students’ questions and responses,whether the questions and the answers were relevant to the topic discussed. Besides,they also can study the teacher or lecturers’ questions in classroom interactions to knowwhether their questions encourage the students to think critically.
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